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Abstract. The production of charged kaon pairs in two- 
photon interactions has been studied with the ARGUS 
detector and the topological cross section has been mea- 
sured. The 77-widths and interference parameters have 
been determined for the tensor mesons f2 (1270), a2 (1318) 
and f~(1525). The helicity structure assumed for the con- 
tinuum contribution has a significant effect on the result. 
Upper limits have been obtained for the y y-widths of 
the glueball candidate states f2(1720) and X(2230). 

Kaon pair production at low masses (1-2 GeV/c 2) in 
two-photon interactions is expected to contain, in addi- 
tion to the continuum, contributions from the tensor 
mesons: f2(1270), a2(1318), and fd(1525). The helicity 
structure and relative phases of the production ampli- 
tudes of these mesons are not well known experimentally. 
However, theoretical arguments based on a variety of 
models [1] show that a ratio of helicity 2 to helicity 
0 components of 6:1 or greater is a reliable assumption, 
with pure helicity 2 being favoured. It is natural to expect 
interference between the resonance amplitudes and 
K + K continuum as significant helicity 2 contributions 
are expected in both [1, 2]. In charged kaon pair produc- 
tion, the relative phases of the three resonances are ex- 
pected to be zero, while in the production of neutral 
kaon pairs the f2: a2 phase is expected to be 180 ~ These 
results require only the weak assumptions of approxi- 
mate SU(3) flavour symmetry and OZI suppression [3]. 
Non-q q contributions would alter these expectations. In 
this analysis the continuum interference effect has been 
taken into account for the first time. The relative phases 
of the resonances have also been measured for the first 
time in the charged final state. 

The data used in these investigations correspond to 
an integrated luminosity of 281 pb-1, collected using the 
ARGUS detector at the e + e- storage ring DORIS II 
at DESY. The beam energies varied between 4.7 and 
5.3 GeV. ARGUS is a 4re magnetic spectrometer and 
is described in detail in [4]. The triggers used for this 
study required at least two charged particles in the cen- 
tral detector which covers 70% of the solid angle. The 
transverse momentum threshold for charged particles 
varied between 0.125 GeV/c and 0.250 GeV/c depending 
on the event geometry. 

Candidate events for the reaction 77 ~ K+ K -  were 
selected by requiring two oppositely charged particles 
in the detector. These had to be traced to within 5 cm 
of the interaction point along the beam line and 1.5 cm 
in the transverse plane. The scalar momentum sum of 
the two particles was required to be less than 4 GeV/c 
in order to reject events from e+e annihilation. All 
events containing particles with an ionization energy loss 
in the drift chamber consistent with that expected from 
a proton or a more massive particle were rejected. This, 
together with the vertex constraint, eliminated events 
from beam gas collisions. No isolated clusters of energy 
greater than 0.05 GeV were allowed in the electromag- 
netic calorimeter. Finally, the transverse momentum of 
each particle was required to be greater than 0.15 GeV/c 

and the cosine of the angle between each particle's trajec- 
tory and the beam was required to be less than 0.7 in 
magnitude. 

The most important aspect of detector performance 
for this analysis is the charged particle identification. 
This information was derived from the specific ionization 
measurement (dE/dx) in the drift chamber and the time 
of flight (ToF) determination from the scintillation 
counters. The dE/dx resolution obtained is approxi- 
mately 6.0%, allowing a pion/kaon separation of more 
than 3 standard deviations for momenta below 0.8 GeV/ 
c. The ToF system has a resolution of 230 picoseconds, 
and provides pion/kaon separation of 3 standard devia- 
tions for momenta below 0.7 GeV/c. For each charged 
particle, the particle identification information from each 
detector element is used to calculate Z z values for various 
mass hypotheses. The dE/dx )~2 values from both parti- 
cles in an event are summed and used to calculate a 
likelihood ratio: 

f ,  e -z2/2 
P~= 

Z#f# e -z]/~' 
(~, f l=e + e-, #+ #-,  ~+ ~z-, K + K- ,  p#). 

The relative abundances, f~, used were: fe+e =5.0, 
fu+~-=5.0, f~+~ =1.0, fK+K-=0.04, fpp=0.01 These 
were estimated from previous results in two-photon in- 
teractions. The analysis is insensitive to the exact values 
of these abundances. 

It was required that the K + K -  likelihood ratio, cal- 
culated using dE/dx information, be in excess of 0.1%. 
Events with hits in the muon chambers were rejected. 
At this point the signal was dominated by background 
from the two-photon QED final states e + e- and #+# . 
An estimate of this contribution was calculated using 
the event generator of Daverveldt [5] and the ARGUS 
full detector simulation [-6]. The QED contribution that 
survived represented a rejection of 40:1 before any ToF 
information was used. For final state masses above 
1.7 GeV/c 2, where no significant contribution from 77 
--* ~z + 7:- is expected, the data were well described by 
the simulation. 

ARGUS 

m22(roF) 0.0 
-0.3 

-0. 
-0 

m12(ZoF) 0.6 
[ (CeV/c2) 2 ] 

Fig. 1. The signal in the ToF plane after requiring a dE/dx K+K 
likelihood ratio of at least 0.1%. The axes are the masses squared 
for each of the two particles in an event as determined from momen- 
tum and ToF measurements. Enhancements are seen near the ori- 
gin (two-photon production of e + e- ,  #+ # - ,  and n+ ~ pairs) and 
in the region expected to be populated by kaon pair production 
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The remaining QED background was rejected by 
making restrictions on the particles masses as derived 
from the ToF  information. A scatter plot of the two 
mZov from each event is shown in Fig. 1. A clear enhance- 
ment is visible around the point (m2+, m2_). The 1556 
events within a circle of radius 0.15 (GeV/c2) 2 around 
that point were selected as K + K -  candidates. The back- 
ground from pairs of lighter particles was estimated from 
regions of the same size around the three symmetric 
points: (+m2+,  -m~_)  and ( - m 2 + ,  m~ ). Each of these 
regions should contain approximately equal contribu- 
tions from the two-photon production of e + e- ,  /t + # -  
and ~z + ~z- pairs. The events in these regions were used 
as a background sample. The average population of 
these regions is 7_+ 2 events for final state masses less 
than 1.8 GeV/c 2. The corresponding estimate from the 
Monte Carlo simulation is 13_+7, in good agreement. 
No significant contribution is expected from ~+ r -  pro- 
duction. An alternate particle identification method, re- 
quiring a likelihood ratio of at least 10%, as calculated 
using the sum of dE/dx  and ToF Z2 values, yields consis- 
tent results. 

The outgoing leptons in the reaction e +e -  
e + e -  K + K -  are produced predominantly at very 

small polar angles. The polar angles of these leptons 
were restricted to be less than 20 ~ by rejecting all events 
in which they were observed. A cut was made on the 
transverse momentum of the K + K -  pair to be less than 
0.2 GeV/c to ensure that the photons were nearly real. 
The average photon q2 with these cuts is 0.004 (GeV/c) 2 
and is insensitive to details of the qZ dependence of the 
cross section. These requirements also ensure that only 
the contributions of helicities 0 or 2 need to be included 
in the analysis. Figure 2 shows the transverse momentum 
distribution of the selected events, compared to a Monte 
Carlo estimate using a GVDM propagator  [1]; they are 
in excellent agreement. After the transverse momentum 
cut, 1262 events remain. 

The resulting K + K -  invariant mass distribution is 
shown in Fig. 3. The f2 and a 2 mesons appear as a com- 
bined peak and there is a clear signal for the f~. Also 
shown is the QED background distribution, determined 
as described previously. The QED background is signifi- 

N . . . .  ' . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  E . . . .  
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5O 

1o 5 f f t  t t 
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e r r o r  b a r s ) .  T h e  c u r v e  s h o w n  is t h e  M o n t e  C a r l o  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
w e i g h t e d  w i t h  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f r o m  fit 1 B 
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Fig. 3. The invariant K + K- mass spectrum after requiring a dE/dx 
K+K likelihood ratio of at least 0.1% and a distance of less 
than 0.15 (GeV/c2) 2 from the (m~+, m~-) point in the ToF plane. 
The shaded histogram is the background from two-photon QED 
channels as estimated from similar cuts centered on the points: 
(m~+, --m~-), (-m~+, m~-), and (-m~+, -m2-) 

cant only for K + K  - invariant masses larger than 
1.8 GeV/c 2, welt above the resonance region under study. 

In order to calculate the acceptance, a Monte Carlo 
program was used to simulate the reaction e+e - 
--* e + e-  K + K - .  The program used the luminosity func- 
tions for transverse photons [7], a constant differential 
~y cross section, and a beam energy distribution identical 
to that of the data. The Monte Carlo events (approxi- 
mately 105 ) were passed through the A RG U S  full detec- 
tor simulation [6] and were reconstructed and analysed 
using the same programs as were used for experimental 
data. The simulation of kaon interactions in the electro- 
magnetic calorimeter was derived from A R G U S  data 
on kaons from ~b(1020) and K*(892) decays. The trigger 
was also simulated in detail, including variations in logic, 
thresholds, and other experimental conditions. 

To extract information from the data, a maximum- 
likelihood method is used, avoiding the loss of informa- 
tion inherent in fitting binned distributions. For  a pa- 
rameter set Z, the logarithm of the Poisson likelihood 
is: 

d a - W~i~, cos 0 i) L = Z log cl c o s 0  (2, 
data 

--j" d c d o ~  (f., W~, cos 0) S(W~, cos 0) d cos 0 d W~ 

+ terms independent of Z, 

where W~i~ and cos 0i are the final state mass and decay 
angle of the i th event in the data sample. The sensitivity, 
S, is the number of events expected per nanobarn of 
differential cross section. The integral was evaluated by 
Monte Carlo. S is plotted in Fig. 4a(4b) as a function 
of W~(cos 0). The parameters 2i (such as resonance 
masses and widths) can be constrained to the results 
of previous measurements (2"_+ A 2*) by the addition of 
a term: --:~2 (2i)/2, where Zz= (2 i -2")2/(A 2*) 2. The likeli- 
hood is then maximized and statistical errors (Ai) on 
each parameter are calculated as the change required 
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Sensitivify 3.0 
[20 rib. MeV/c2] -1 

2.0 

1.0 

0.0 1.0 

(~ 
IJM>= 122) 

1.5 2.0 
M(K+K -) [ OeV/c 2 ] 

Sensitivity 15.0 , t 
[nb. 0.05]-' (b) 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 
0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

cosg(TT/K+K -) 

Fig. 4a, b. Sensitivity as a function of (a) W~, and (b) cos 0 for 
each partial wave, J M  = 22, 20, and 00 

to decrease the maximum by 0.5 with all other parame- 
ters fixed. In contrast, the change (A;) required to de- 
crease the maximum likelihood by 0.5 with all parame- 
ters free is used to calculate the error due to correlations 

corr __ t 2 between the parameters" Ai - ~ 2 i 2 - A  {. This error 
calculation does not take into account statistical error 
in the Monte Carlo integral. However, this error is less 
than 0.7%. 

As the q2 of each colliding photon is small, one can 
reconstruct the angle, 0, between the 77 collision axis 
and the K + K -  decay axis by assuming that the photons 
are collinear with the colliding beams (this has a resolu- 
tion of 0.007 in cos 0). Assuming that contributions from 
angular momenta higher than 2 are negligible, the full 
angular distribution can be described as: 

da  

+ 21/~2o %0 I Yoo g2ol cos ~. 

The ajM are cross sections for the partial waves involved 
while ff is the relative phase of the 00 and 20 partial 
waves. As the distributions involved are not linearly in- 

dependent ([ 112o1 =If51Yool-] /61 Y221) one cannot deter- 
mine all four parameters unambiguously. However, one 
can still extract the total cross section using a three pa- 
rameter fit - fixing any one of the four parameters does 
not restrict the shape of the angular distribution used 
in the acceptance calculation. The result of this fit is 
shown in Fig. 5a. If one constrains 0-2o to be zero (heli- 
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Fig. 5a, h. The cross section for y y ~ K + K  (errors shown do 
not include the systematic error of normalization). In a contribu- 
tions from JM=22, 20, 00 are allowed, in b only JM=22, 00 
can contribute 

city 2 dominance) the cross section in Fig. 5 b is obtained. 
The errors shown are statistical only (the A I defined 
above). 

The systematic error in the normalization of the cross 
section is 8.4%. It is composed of contributions due to 
uncertainties in the particle identification efficiency 
(+5.0%),  trigger simulation, event reconstruction and 
Monte Carlo simulation (_+5.7%), contributions from 
QED events (_+2.0%), and luminosity measurement 
(+3.0%). For  K + K -  invariant masses above 
1.8 GeV/c 2, there is an additional uncertainty of +_ 10% 
from subtraction of the background from QED two- 
photon processes. 

To extract the resonance parameters from the data, 
we parametrized the cross section as described below. 
The production, by two real photons, of a single tensor 
meson with subsequent decay to a K + K -  pair can be 
written [1] as: 

d G ~ . K - ( W ~ , c o s 0  ) 40~ A 2 
- -~2,(1  ol +IA2] 2) 

dO 

where W~, 7 is the mass of the kaon pair. The helicity 
0 and helicity 2 amplitudes are: 

A o = BW(W~). (W~/m) 2. (~(O))1/2 Y2o(CO s 0) 

A2 = BW (W~7)" (F~(2)) 1/2" Y22 (cos 0, q~). 
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The relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitude is given by: 

BW (W~)= m]/F(Ww).Br (K + K )/(W~ 2 - m  2 + imF(W,~)). 

Here m is the mass of the tensor meson and F(W~) its 
mass-dependent width: 

v (  w,~,) = r ( m )  . (k* ( W,~O/k* (m)) s �9 ( m / W , , )  . ( h ( W~,)/h (m)) 

where k*(W~7 ) is the kaon momen tum in the tensor me- 
son rest frame and h(W~) is the decay form factor [8], 
h (W~)oc(9 + 3 (k* r) 2 + (k* r) 4)- l. The effective interaction 
radius, r, is taken as 1 fro. A 10% variation of this para-  
meter affects the values of the two-photon widths at the 
2% level. As the product  F ( W ) . B ( R ~ K + K  ) repre- 
sents the partial width into K + K -  it should not, in prin- 
ciple, have the same mass dependence as the F(W) in 
the denominator  of the Breit-Wigner which represents 
the total width. Introducing the contribution of the 
known decays of these mesons in the mass dependence 
of F(W) affects the results at the 5% level. 

As the K + K  - mass region under investigation is 
expected to have contributions from three tensor mesons, 
f2(1270), a2(1318), and f~(1525), interference between 
them must be included. The cont inuum K + K -  ampli- 
tudes (Gu) are also expected to interfere. This leads to 
the total amplitude for 77 ~ K+ K -  for helicity M(0 or 
2) to be: 

TM =- AM (f2) q- exp (i Cy . . . .  )" AM (a2) q- exp (i r f~z) 
�9 AM (f~) + exp (i CM)' GM. 

The two phases r162 . . . .  and Cy2:y~ represent the interfer- 
ence between the resonances while the CM are the overall 
phase differences between the resonances and contin- 
uum. 

As the data sample is too small for a complete analy- 
sis, certain assumptions had to be made. The most  criti- 
cal of these involve the cont inuum contribution, the func- 
tional form of which is unknown-. The results presented 
below are averages of the results of several fits using 
different cont inuum parametrizat ions (e.g. third order 

polynomial  with threshold factor; Born terms [1] with 
a free complex coefficient for each helicity contribution). 
Only those parametrizat ions that yield reasonable likeli- 
hoods are used. The systematic error for each result is 
the sum in quadrature of the standard deviation of the 
results from the good cont inuum parametrizations,  the 
error from correlations (A~ ~ as described above, these 
are dominated by contributions from the parameters  de- 
scribing the continuum) and the systematic error from 
normalization. 

Ideally, the cont inuum should also have a phase for 
each helicity that varies with the mass of the kaon pair. 
However, the assumption was made that the continuum 
phase is constant. To further simplify the analysis it was 
assumed that the cont inuum is either entirely coherent 
({JM} = {22}) or incoherent ({JM} = {00}) except in the 
case of fits using a modified Born term. In this parametri-  
zation the Born term contribution for each helicity was 
scaled by a complex constant. However, the magnitude 
of the helicity 0 scale factor was consistently less than 
5%. One should note that this is the first analysis to 
be even this general. Previous analyses of the K + K -  
final state assumed an incoherent cont inuum [9 12], 
while studies of the K ~ R ~ final state [13, 14] assumed 
no cont inuum contribution. The incoherent continuum 
hypothesis has a smaller likelihood and was included 
principally to demonstrate  consistency with the results 
of previous measurements that made this assumption. 
The masses and widths of the resonances involved were 
constrained to the world average values [15]. 

To study the 8 parameters  describing the amplitudes 
TM, the cross section parametrizat ion discussed above 
was fitted to the data corresponding to the mass spec- 
trum in Fig. 3. The results, for various hypotheses, are 
shown in the tables which also summarize the assump- 
tions for each fit. In fit 1 A, the f2 and a 2 contributions 
are free and the results are determined using a coherent 
continuum: 

~ ( f2)  Br (f2 ~ K/s = (0.104 + 0.007 + 0.072) keV 

~ (a2)" Br (a 2 ~ K/( )  = (0.081 ___ 0.006 + 0.027) keV 

Table l a. Two-photon widths from fits with a coherent continuum. Entries without errors are fixed 
in the corresponding fits, while values in parentheses are used as constraints. More details of the fits 
are given in Table lb 

Fit FT~.B(KR ) [eV] 

fz a2 f~, JM=22 fj, JM=20 

1A 104.0+7.0+72.0 81.0+6.0+27.0 35.7+5.5-t- 9.6 0 

l B (1300 +34"0] (48.0+10.0) 31.4+5.0+ 7.7 0 
\ �9 _24.01 - _ _ 

1 C (1300+34"0/ (48.0+10.0) 32.3+4.9+ 8.8 0 
\ " -- 24.0] 

1 D (1300 +34"0] (48.0+10.0) 33.4+5.6+11.3 0 
\ " - 24.0] 

1 E (1300 +34"0] (48.0+ 10.0) 27.7+7.6+ 9.3 45.0+6.8+43.8 
\ " --24.0] 

1 F {1300+34"0t (48.0+ I0.0) 26.2+7.3+ 8.7 48.5+7.0+42.7 
\ " - 24.0] 
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Table 1 b. Phases from fits with a coherent continuum. Entries with- 
out errors are fixed in the corresponding fits. The two photon 
widths obtained from the fits are given in Table 1 a 

Fit Relative phases [degrees] Log 
likelihood 

1A 0 0 - 1 2 2 +  7+14 66.9 
1B 0 0 - 1 1 6 +  9+14 65.8 
1C 0 - 5 +  5+15 - 91+14+27 66.1 
1D 30+12+24 32+13+26 - 1 2 6 +  8+14 66.3 
1E 0 0 --108+ 8+17 66.0 
1F 0 --2+ 5+22 --121+14+28 66.3 

where 0 ~ phase difference between the resonances  and  
helicity 2 dominance  were assumed. The result is consis- 
tent  with the world  average values [-15, 16] : 

g, (/2)" Br (/2 ~ K/s = (0.130 + 0.034] 
- 0.024] keV 

F~, (a2)" Br (a2 --' K/~) = (0.048 +_ 0.010) keV 

as demons t ra t ed  by the l ikel ihood decrease of 1.1 on 
in t roduc ing  these world averages as const ra ints  in fit 
1 B. The uncons t r a ined  results in the incoherent  case 
(fig 2 A) are: 

ryy (f2)" Br (f2 --* K/~) = (0.091 4- 0.007 4- 0.027) keV 

~ (a2). Br (a2 ~ KK)  = (0.126 4- 0.007 4- 0.028) keY. 

There is a l ikel ihood decrease of 2.0 on  impos ing  the 
world average values as cons t ra in ts  (fit 2 B), demons t ra t -  
ing that  the incoherent  c o n t i n u u m  ansatz  is less consis- 
tent with the k n o w n  F~7 values for the f2 and  a2 than  
a coherent  con t inuum.  Together  with a l ikel ihood differ- 
ence of more  than  10 between the coherent  and  incoher-  
ent fits with the f2 and  a2 constrained,  this provides 
s t rong evidence of a coherent  con t r ibu t ion  in add i t ion  
to the resonances.  Unfor tuna te ly ,  the qual i ty  of the re- 
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Fig. 6a, b. Results of fit 1 B (errors shown are statistical). In a 
the curve is the fitted cross section convoluted with sensitivity while 
the points with error-bars are from data; b shows the fitted cross 
sections: total (solid line), resonant (dashed), interference term (dot- 
dashed), and continuum (dotted) 

sults for the f2 and  a2 mesons  was l imited by the diffi- 
culty of separat ing the two merged resonances,  and  by 
the uncer ta in ty  in the c o n t i n u u m  cont r ibu t ion .  Due  to 
this, the con t r ibu t ions  of these two resonances  were con- 
s trained to the world averages [15, 16] to study the f~ 
with less uncer ta in ty  from the con t inuum.  

The  most  str iking effect of the coherent  c o n t i n u u m  
is a suppress ion of the y y-width of the f~ by approximate-  

Table 2a. Two-photon widths from fits with an incoherent continuum. Entries without errors are fixed 
in the corresponding fits, while values in parentheses are used as constraints. More details of the fits 
are given in Tabl e 2b 

Fit I'~. B (KK)  [eV] 

./'2 a 2 f~, J M  = 22 f~, J M  = 20 

2 A 91.0+7.0+27.0 126.0+7.0+28.0 74.9_+8.5-/- 14.8 0 

(130 0+ 34"0] (48.0+10.0) 67.3+8.1+15.1 0 2 B \ " - 24.0] - - - 

/130 0+ 34"0~ (48.0_+10.0) 57.5+6.7+12.7 0 2 C \ " - 24.0] - - 

{1300 + 34.0~ (48.0+ 10.0) 57.9 + 7.4+ 12.1 0 2 D \ " --24.0] 

/130 0 + 34.0~ (48.0 4-10.0) 28.7 + 9.0 + 10.2 121.0 + 13.1 + 31.6 2 E \ " - 24.0] - - 

[130 0 + 34.0] (48.0 + 10.0) 35.7 + 8.7 + 11.7 80.1 + 9.1 + 38.2 2 F \ " - 24.0] - - - 



Table 2b. Phases from fits with an incoherent continuum. Entries 
without errors are fixed in the corresponding fits. The two photon 
widths obtained from the fits are given in Table 2a 

Fit Relative phases [degrees] Log 
likelihood 

(J)f2:a2 ~ f z: f'2 

2 A 0 0 56.6 
2 B 0 0 54.6 
2 C  0 27+ 6+11 56.4 
2 D 16+ 10+ 10 40+ 10+ 17 56.4 
2 E 0 0 "57.1 
2 F 0 22+10+15  57.5 

ly 50% with respect to the incoherent case. The interfer- 
ence term is of the form A cos(qSR-q)z) where ~bR varies 
from --rc to 0 in a counterclockwise sense on traversing 
the resonance. However, ~b2 is determined to be close 
to - n / 2 ,  so the integral of the interference term is posi- 
tive; The main effect of the interference term is to change 
the resonance shape (Fig. 6b). In fits E and F an addi- 
tional incoherent {JM} = {20} term is allowed. A large 
effect is seen because of the absence of interference and 
the lower sensitivity to helicity 0 contributions. 

The preferred value for the strenght of f~ production 
in two-photon interactions is: 

F~, (f~)- Br (f~ --* K/()  = (0.03 t 4 +_ 0.0050 + 0.0077) keV 

with the assumptions of helicity 2 dominance, 0 ~ phase 
relative to the f2(1270), and a coherent continuum con- 
tribution (fit 1 B). The result of fit 1 B is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. This is to be compared to the current world aver- 
age value [16] of (0.09 +0.02) keV. It should be empha- 
sized again that, in all the experiments contributing to 
this value, the continuum was taken to be incoherent 
with respect to the resonance production. With an inco- 
herent continuum contribution the result becomes: 

F~ (f~)- Br (f~ ~ K/()  = (0.0673 -+ 0.0081 + 0.0151) keV 

again with helicity 2 dominance and 0 ~ resonance phase 
(fit 2 B). 

The relative phases of the resonances are consistent 
with zero as expected. The results with a coherent contin- 
uum (fit 1 D) are: 

4~i . . . .  = (30 + 12 + 26) ~ 

qSy2:y ~ = (32 + 13 + 26) ~ 

In this fit the magnitudes of the f2 and a2 contributions 
are constrained to their world averages and helicity 2 
dominance is assumed. 

There have been many attempts [17-23] to calculate 
tensor meson 7y-widths- The present measurement, tak- 
en together with the world average values for the f 2  
and a2, and assuming that 50% < Br(f~ ~ K / ( ) <  100%, 
is consistent only with one model [21]. This agreement 
is improved if one takes into account recent data on 
f~ decays to K+K -, n+n -, and t/~/ observed in J/tp 
decays [24] which yield a value for the branching ratio 
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of Br(f~--> K K ) = ( 7 2  +713)%, assuming that no other 

decay modes contribute. 
Assuming Br ( f ~ - ~ K / ( ) =  100%,. this measurement 

of F~(f~) can be combined with the world averages of 
F~(a2)=(0.98+0.13) keV and F~7(f2)=(3.10_0.33 ) keV 
[16] to obtain the tensor nonet flavour SU(3) mixing 
parameters [1] : 

, 1 2 1 ~  sin {m(f2)] N F~(f~/F~(a2)= ~ (cos 0 T -- rT OT)2 \m(a2)] 

1 r r 2 1 ~  2 re(f2) N F~(f2)/F~(a2)=3 (sinOr+ c~ 0r)(m~a2)2)) 

where N = 3 ,  --1, or --4 depending on the nature of 
the production mechanism. Using fit 1B, with N = 3 ,  
leads to values for the singlet/octet mixing angle Or 
= (22.2 _+ 1.8) ~ and the nonet symmetry breaking parame- 
ter rT = 1.10_+0.10, while with N = - 4  the results are: 
Or = (28.5 + 2.3) ~ and r r  = 0.96 _+ 0.09, which is consistent 
with Or= 28 ~ as expected from the quadratic mass for- 
mula [15]. The largest experimental uncertainty in the 
determination of these parameters is now associated with 
the uncertainties of the relatively large 7 v-widths of the 
f2 and a2 mesons. 

The f2(1720) (formerly 8(1690)) is now a well estab- 
lished resonance [15] and is considered a glueball candi- 
date [25]. Due to this, limits on its 77-width are of inter- 
est. Current theoretical estimates [26] suggest that 
F(f2 (1720)~ 77)" Br(f2 (1720)~ K/()  should be approxi- 
mately 95 eV, which is close to current experimental sen- 
sitivities. Helicity 2 dominance is also expected in 
f2 (1720) production. The matrix element for the f2 (1720) 
was introduced into the cross section allowing interfer- 
ence with the other contributions. The mass and width 
of the f2(1720) were constrained [25] to be 
(1.707 _+ 0.011) GeV/c 2 and (0.162 _+ 0.025) GeV/c 2 respec- 
tively. In addition to the f2(1720) parameters, only the 
f~ 77-width, the relative f2:f2(1720) phase, and the con- 
tinuum parameters were free in the fit (all other parame- 
ters were as in fit 1 B). The likelihood was maximized 
for different hypothetical values of F(f2 (1720) --, T 7) 
�9 Br(f2 (1720) ~ KK), and the resulting distribution inte- 
grated. This leads to the results: 

F~ (2) F (~ 1.0 keV 
0.058 - 0.24 < Br(f2 (1720) ~ K/()  at 95% c.l. 

The f2(1720) helicity 0 upper limit is much weaker due 
to the reduced acceptance (approximately a factor of 
two smaller) and the helicity 2 assumption for all the 
other contributions. The above analysis employed a co- 
herent continuum contribution. 

The X(2230) is less well established than the f2 (1720) 
but is also considered a glueball candidate. No events 
are observed in the relevant mass region between 2.21 
and 2.25 GeV/c 2 leading to the result: 

i~7(72 ) 5 (0) 1.0 k e V  
0.019 + 0.O43 < Br(X(2230) ~ KK) at 95% c.1. 
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assuming  tha t  JPc = 2 + + for the X(2230). This  is in agree-  
men t  wi th  a l ike l ihood  analys is  using the mass  region 
be tween  1.8 and  2.4 G e V  with  the  mass  and  wid th  of 
the X(2230) cons t r a ined  to be 2.227 +0 .008  G e V / c  2 and  
0.021_+0.018 GeV/c  2 respectively.  Theore t i ca l  expecta-  
t ions [263 are  on the o rde r  of  1 eV if the X(2230) is 
a 2 + + gluebal l  state. 

In  summary ,  the  reac t ion  77 ~ K + K  has  been ana-  
lysed in detail .  Cross  sect ions have been de t e rmined  for 
this process  with min ima l  assumpt ions .  P r o d u c t i o n  of  
the t ensor  mesons  f2,  a2, and  f~ has  been observed.  As-  
suming  hel ic i ty  2 d o m i n a n c e  and  fixing the phases  be- 
tween the resonances  to be zero the s t rength  of f~ p ro-  
duc t ion  was found  to be F ~ ( f ~ ) .  B r ( f ~ K / s  
+ 0.005 _ 0.008) keV, wi th  a coheren t  c o n t i n u u m  hypo th -  
esis or  (0.067 + 0.008 _+ 0.015) keV with  an  incoheren t  
con t inuum.  The  coheren t  case is found  to have a signifi- 
cant ly  h igher  l ike l ihood.  The  relat ive phases  f 2 : a 2  and  
Jz:f~ have been de t e rmined  for the first t ime in the 
cha rged  k a o n  final s tate and  are  found  to be 
(30+  12_+24) ~ and  ( 3 2 + 1 3 + 2 6 )  ~ , cons is ten t  wi th  zero. 
N o  evidence for p r o d u c t i o n  of  the g luebal l  c and ida t e  
states f2(1720) and  X(2230) is observed.  W i t h  no as- 
sumpt ions  on hel ici ty con ten t  and  with a r b i t r a r y  phases  
be tween  the states involved,  the  fol lowing uppe r  l imits  
were de t e rmined :  ~ ( f 2 ( 1 7 2 0 ) ) . B r ( f 2 ( 1 7 2 0 )  ~ K  + K - )  
<0 .24  keV and  / , 7~ (X(2230) ) -Br (X(2230)~K + K - )  
<0 .043  keV with 95% confidence.  
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